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NEW
Tooling!

Scania P Car Transporter - Eddie Stobart
Oxford’s 1:76 scale car transporter is a completely new
model based on the Evo6 12-car load transporter made
by Hunwick Engineering Ltd in Essex.  The company
history goes back to 1992 when a nucleus of engineers
branched out from parent company Hoyner to form
Transporter Engineering, with the trade name
‘Transporter’. They went on to win several awards for
their trailer designs throughout the 1990s. In 2010, the
assets of Transporter Engineering were purchased by the
present owners Hunwick Engineering, whose background
was supplying parts for transporters, giving them a total
understanding of the business.  

Our first release on the Evo6 Transporter in Stobart
Automotive livery is an opportunity for Eddie Stobart
enthusiasts to add yet another unusual vehicle to your
Stobart fleet in the company’s familiar green, red and 

white colour scheme. The intricate tooling design is
complemented by a mass of different paint, print and
masking operations on this highly detailed model.
Registered AY12 AKU and sporting the
StobartGroup.com lettering on the side of the white
roof, the Scania cab also incorporates the car ramp
sides and tops, safety railings and side body pillars.
The trailer with its dual grey painted ramps
carries the Stobart name along the
horizontal safety railings in large letters
and Automotive printed on the two
vertical pillars. 

All you need to bring complete
realism to this piece is to
drive your Eddie Stobart
vehicles up the ramp!

NEWScania P Car Transporter -
Eddie Stobart
                            SCALE       PRICE
76SCT001   1:76  £32.95
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Bedford QLT - Post Office Telephones
Built between 1941 and the end of World War

II, the QL series was manufactured by Bedford

for use by the British Armed Forces during the

conflict.  Essentially a troop carrier,  3300

QLTs were built and post-war some were sold

off to civilian operators.  

Our newly tooled 1:76 scale QLT is in post-

war civilian guise, registered HLA 248 and

appearing in dark green GPO livery with white

lettering and black trim.  According to the cab

doors, this vehicle was the property of the Engineer

in Chief, GPO, Motor Transport Branch, London.

The canvas back is black, held down with rope

fastenings.  The model is an interesting addition 

to any GPO fleet. 

NEWBedford QLT - 
Post Office Telephones
                         SCALE       PRICE
76QLT001 1:76  £12.95

1:76 SCALE
TACR2 - RAF Camouflage
New tooling brings an interesting variation of the

Range Rover into the Oxford 1:76 scale range.

The Range Rover 6x4 TACR2, (Tactical Aircraft Crash

Rescue) was introduced in 1977, designed in

conjunction with the Ministry of Defence as first

response crash rescue vehicles.  This first model

features the olive green and black camouflage scheme

of an example housed in the Museum of RAF

Firefighting at RAF Scampton in

Lincolnshire. Registered with a military

number plate 51 AG 49, the Land Rover

carries many emergency vehicle features

including roof ladders and roof hose reel,

side hose detail, blue roof beacon and

spotlight, rear floodlight and front hazard lights.

The rear is moulded to give a roller shutter effect. 

NEWTACR2 - RAF Camouflage
                          SCALE      PRICE
76TAC001  1:76  £9.95

Diamond T980 Tank
Transporter - 1st Canadian Army - Italy 1943
Only the second release on our newly tooled World War

II Diamond T980 Tank Transporter, we turn from the

desert camouflage of our launch vehicle to another Allied

Forces livery, as deployed by the 1st Canadian Army just

across the Mediterranean to Italy in 1943.  

The Allied forces used the Diamond T 980 extensively 

during the conflict

and after the war

the Army sold off many of them to civilian heavy haulage

and recovery specialists. 

Our second introduction wears drab dark green and

brown camouflage with colourful Canadian Army

markings, including their Maple Leaf emblem.  The cab

doors feature the military numbering R.9 H417459 in

yellow and white respectively and the cab roof carries the

RAF roundel, while the tank transporter section is

identified in white as X464390.  The model is finished off

with a completely black interior.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWDiamond T980 Tank Transporter -
1st Canadian Army - Italy 1943
                                           SCALE       PRICE
76DT002               1:76  £23.95

NEW
Tooling!
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NEW
SET!

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover Discovery 3 - Metropolitan Police
The Land Rover Discovery 3 has been a popular choice of vehicle for

use by the Police and other emergency services across the UK, being

both solid and reliable across all terrain.  Here at Oxford, our latest 1:76

scale replica, the seventh in the series, brings  a modern element to

your Police vehicle line-up and comes as used by London’s

Metropolitan Police, registered BX10 LCT.  Decorated with a

silver body and a wealth of muted black trim and tinted

rear window, note the solid roof on this version and the

detailed blue/red roof  light bar with silver top.

Both front doors feature the Metropolitan

Police name with crest and the slogan

‘Working for a Safer London’.  Even the

Metropolitan Police website is included in

the detail!  The red and orange Police

markings appear along the sides and

across the back of the vehicle, while the

roof is printed 01 CYR for identification from

the air.  This latest release is a component of a 

three piece set, also reviewed in this issue of The Globe. 

Metropolitan Police Set
Another treat for Police car enthusiasts

comes with this three-piece set of models from

the Metropolitan Police, made up with a Land Rover

Discovery, a Vauxhall Vectra and a Jaguar XJS. 

The first in the set comprises 76LDR007, a Land

Rover Discovery which we have reviewed in this issue

as an individual release, available to buy singly.

Second up is the Vauxhall Vectra (76VV002) which has

been previously released as a single item.  A replica of a

1996 London Metropolitan car, registration P199 PYW, it’s

decorated in bright red, with a blue/silver POLICE

lightbar on the roof, the Metropolitan Police markings

feature in blue and white on the front passenger and

driver door and, so it can be identified from the air, the

vehicle has the number 63 printed on the roof in white. 

The third piece in the set is 76XJS002, a Jaguar XJS.  Our

model is registered A329 KHP and appears in white with

red and yellow Police graphics along the sides and the

Metropolitan Police crest on the doors.  A blue roof

lightbar sits on the roof and apart from the silver

bumpers, window surrounds, door handles, exhaust and

radiator, all other exterior trim is black.  With a top

speed of 143 mph, it is easy to imagine why the XJS

appealed to the Police and there would be no way of

getting away from this one!  

NEWMetropolitan Police Set
                         SCALE       PRICE
76SET50   1:76  £14.95

NEWLand Rover Discovery 3 -
Metropolitan Police
                            SCALE       PRICE
76LRD007   1:76   £4.95
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1:43 SCALE

NEW
Tooling!

Rolls-Royce Phantom III 
Sedanca de Ville/HJ Mulliner - Black
The Rolls-Royce Phantom III, classed as a luxury car, was

the final large pre-war Rolls-Royce. Produced between

1936 and 1939, only 727 were manufactured and it was

the only V12 engined Rolls-Royce until the 1998

introduction of the Silver Seraph.  Many of the original

chassis have survived and although chassis production

ceased in 1939, cars were still being bodied by external

coachbuilders and delivered into the 1940s.  The Phantom

III was unusual for its twin ignition systems with two

distributors, two coils and 24 spark plugs.  Petrol was

funnelled via a twin SU electric pump and it is interesting

to note that consumption was around 10 mpg!  Wire

wheels were fitted as standard but many models had Ace

wheel discs fitted.  The Phantom III came with a 4-speed

manual gearbox, and in 1938 Rolls-Royce added

overdrive.  The car had 4-wheel servo-assisted brakes

applied, while another detail saw the radiator shell made

of Staybrite steel.

Our newly

tooled 1:43 scale replica,

registered TYJ 716, is modelled with HJ

Mulliner bodywork, open driver’s section and

covered rear passenger seating.  It is decorated in black

with chrome exterior finish to bumpers, wheels and

radiator grille.  Inside the luxury feel extends to red

carpets and sumptuous pink upholstery and door panels.

The door cappings are brown, the dashboard, instrument

panel and steering wheel are all black but note the

detailed silver spokes to the steering wheel.  The

signature Rolls-Royce mascot is flying proudly from the

front of the bonnet, which also features the RR logo on

the steel triangular section at the top of the radiator.

Note too that our model comes with the Ace wheel

discs, which were an option on the original. 

The Phantom III Sedanca de Ville has made film and TV

appearances too.  Remember the villainous Auric

Goldfinger and his henchman OddJob?  They drove

around in a black and yellow version.  Looking at recent

auction prices, you would need between £200,000 -

£300,000 to obtain an original Rolls-Royce Phantom III

Sedanca de Ville and whilst we would love to think we

had readers able to do so, we recommend everyone

investing in our 1:43 scale authentic replica instead, when

you can enjoy the age of opulence from your armchair!

NEWRolls-Royce Phantom III Sedanca
de Ville/HJ Mulliner - Black
                                            SCALE       PRICE
43RRP3001           1:43  £24.95

Aston Martin DB2 MkIII Saloon -
British Racing Green
                            SCALE       PRICE
AMDB2001  1:43  £23.95

Bentley MkVI - 
Midnight Blue/Shell Grey
                     SCALE      PRICE
BN6004  1:43  £22.95

Daimler SP250 (Hood up) -
Ivory/Red
                     SCALE      PRICE
DSP003  1:43  £22.95
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1:76 SCALE
Mini Cooper S MkII - John Rhodes 1968, 
Brands Hatch
John Rhodes was born in Wolverhampton in August

1927 into a family whose interest in motorsport was

deep-rooted.  His own interest started when his

father took him to a race at a very early

age.  His golden racing years were

the 1960s, and John Rhodes’

extravagant motoring antics

involving high speed and smoking

tyres earned him the name ‘Smokin’

Rhodes’.  The crowds loved him and

he enjoyed playing to them with his

driving skills!  John’s racing career included

Formula One World Championship Grand Prix, the

British Grand Prix and many others in a variety of cars.

However, his greatest successes came as part of the John

Cooper works Mini Cooper stable, including saloon car

racing and international sports car racing with BMC on

circuits such as Le Mans and Targa Florio. It was with John

Cooper’s team that he won the 1300cc Class B in the

British Touring Car Championship every year between

1965 and 1968.  Following retirement, John’s interests

centred on both boats and car restoration but he came

out of retirement to compete in the Goodwood Revival

meeting, which also re-kindled his thirst and saw him

making several subsequent appearances in different cars.

However, after a serious accident at Brands Hatch, he

decided enough was enough!  Now in his late 80s, John is

still a great enthusiast but from a safe distance.

Our 1:76 scale model is a replica of John’s Mini Cooper in

which he made his last appearance at Brands Hatch in

1968.  Painted dark green with white roof and decorative

stripes, his white race number 11 adorns both the doors

and the bonnet.  The BMC rosette features below the

rear side windows, along with a mass of sponsorship

decals including Ferodo and Castrol.  The interior,

including the steering wheel, is completely black.  

A particular detail sees the headlights with black ‘taped’

glass, just like the real thing.     

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWMini Cooper S MkII - John
Rhodes 1968 Brands Hatch
                               SCALE       PRICE
76MCS002   1:76   £4.75

Mini 1275GT - Black
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76MINGT002  1:76  £4.95

Tartan Red/Union Jack Austin Mini
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76MN001       1:76  £4.45

Morris Minor Traveller - 
Old English White
                              SCALE      PRICE
76MMT001  1:76  £4.75

Morris Minor Traveller - 
Almond Green
                              SCALE      PRICE
76MMT008  1:76  £4.75

Morris Minor Traveller - 
Smoke Grey
                              SCALE      PRICE
76MMT009  1:76  £4.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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1:76 SCALE

Mercedes Actros SSC Fridge Trailer - 
Solstor (Pink Ribbon Foundation)
When we launched the new Mercedes Actros MP4, we

tooled up for two cab variations - the GSC and the SSC.

Our latest release features the SSC version which is

decorated in the striking livery of Solstor, a market leader

in the delivery of fresh and frozen produce across the UK

and Europe, boasting that it carries anything from oranges

to ice cream!  The company has been trading for over 30

years and the UK based fleet has grown to over 120

trailers from its head office near Dartford, as well as

other locations across the Midlands and the South East,

from where it delivers to supermarkets and food

distribution centres.  Operations spread across 25

European countries are managed from offices in Belgium,

Spain, Italy and Poland.  Its specially decorated Pink Lady

truck is supporting Pink Ribbon Foundation which in turn

supports charities covering all aspects of breast cancer

including research, treatment and support for sufferers. 

Our model is an authentic replica of the original,

registered GN64 TLU.  Painted white with pink cab wing

mirrors and pink tractor wheel inserts, the exclusive

Solstor pink decoration emphasises their commitment to

the Pink Ribbon Foundation.  The model is presented with

a special sleeve featuring a legend of the Solstor history,

as well as details of the charity.  Here at Oxford, we are

proud to be donating £2 from the sale of every model to

this worthwhile cause.

Volvo FH3 6 Wheel Curtainside - Coopers Brewery
Coopers Brewery Limited is the largest Australian-

owned and the country’s only family-owned

brewery. Our 1:76 scale replica comes with

black Volvo FH3 cab and black curtainside

trailer with grey tank straps.  The trailer

roof is masked silver, also used to enhance

curtain straps, fuel tank, wheels and side

bars.  The detail lies in the colourful

graphics along the sides which represent

the bottle labels of Coopers favourite

tipples from Original Pale Ale 

to Best Extra Stout.  Their strapline in

white runs the length of the trailer sides ‘No

wonder we’re called the lucky country.  Australian

Made.  Australian Owned.  The registration plate 

reads simply COOPERS. Cheers, mate!

                                SCALE       PRICE
76VOL03CL    1:76  £16.95

NEWVolvo FH3 6 Wheel
Curtainside - Coopers

                                                  SCALE       PRICE
76MB005                   1:76  £23.95

NEWMercedes Actros SSC Fridge Trailer -
Solstor (Pink Ribbon Foundation)

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850

www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

DAF 105 Skeletal Trailer - Freightliner
                                      SCALE      PRICE
DAF03CT            1:76  £21.95
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1:43 SCALE

Land Rover 1⁄2 Ton Lightweight - United Nations
Another celebration of the versatile Land Rover

comes with our newly tooled ½ ton lightweight

vehicle in 1:43 scale. Contained in this little model

is a wealth of historical background, including its use

by the United Nations in their peacekeeping role. It is

decorated in an olive green drab scheme with slightly

lighter canvas back with black trim and olive

green interior.  The United Nations

logo and graphics in their signature

pale blue and white are printed on

both sides.  The lettering UNFICYP

indicates that the vehicle, with

military registration plate 5412 FL

91,  is part of the United Nations

Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus.  The

presence was set up in 1964 under

UN Security Council Resolution 186 to

prevent a recurrence of fighting following intercommunal

violence between the Greek and Turkish Cypriots, to

contribute to the maintenance and restoration of law and

order and to facilitate a return to normal conditions.

Initially UNFICYP consisted of military and civilian

contingents from the Commonwealth and Scandinavia as

well as the UK but over the years, the mix has changed

with some countries dropping out to be replaced or

added to by other national contingents.  

In model form, it will fit into both a military themed

collection or add to the wide range of Oxford Land

Rover variants for enthusiasts of the marque itself.

Land Rover Series II SWB Hard Back - Royal Mail
New tooling introduces the Land Rover Series II

short wheelbase.  Modelled with a hard back

there are sure to be more Series II body styles 

in the future too.  

The Land Rover Series II was launched in 1958, 

being superseded by the Series IIA in 1961.

The off road Land Rover came with a

number of variants, including 2-

door or 4-door option; petrol or

diesel; long or short wheel base;

and selectable two or four wheel

drive feature.  The Series II was

the first vehicle to use the well-

known 2.25 litre petrol engine, which

produced 72 hp and was closely

related to the 2.0 litre diesel unit still in

use today.  The Series II also lent itself to 

a variety of uses in both rural and urban life.  

We have chosen for our first release the familiar and very

popular Royal Mail livery of bright red with black and

silver trim.  The emblem on the passenger door indicates

that the vehicle operates as No 64031 from The Post

Office Lairg in the north of Scotland, where its all-terrain

capabilities would have been put to the test, no doubt. It

is registered 44 BLE.  The Land Rover sides carry the

Royal Mail insignia in gold with the more colourful

Crown.  Note that there is no spare wheel on the bonnet

on this release.  The highly detailed Land Rover radiator

grille is silver on a matt black mask and includes the Land

Rover badge, which also features on the back of the

vehicle.  The bumpers and other external trim details are

finished in silver.

                                      SCALE      PRICE
43LRL001         1:43  £16.95

NEWLand Rover 1⁄2 Ton Lightweight -
United Nations

                                      SCALE      PRICE
43LR2S001       1:43  £16.95

NEWLand Rover Series II SWB 
Hard Back - Royal Mail

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!
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NEW
SET!

1:76 SCALE

Land Rover Defender Heritage Set
Our set of 1:76 scale models comprises

three Limited Edition Land Rover 

Defender 90 Station Wagons, each

appearing with the latest 2013 Land Rover specification,

the first of which is 76LRDF009AU, registered OV15

YRG.  Decorated with a distinctive silver grey lower body,

the upper section including roof and bonnet is masked

black.  Exterior body trim is also black, except for door

handles finished in silver.  The vehicle’s distinctive status is

confirmed with the Land Rover Autobiography logo on

the rear offside panel to the right of the spare wheel.

The second model, 76LRDF007HE, is decorated in an

eye-catching light green with matching wheel hubs and

cream roof. Registered VE15 EPN with the number plate

carrying the European GB logo in blue and yellow, this

time the Land Rover badge on the back includes the

Solihull, Warwickshire, England wording, which sets it 

apart from the standard.  There is a plate

on the nearside with the registration of the

very first Land Rover HUE 166 hence the

name Heritage of this model.  Exterior trim

is predominantly black and the interior has ivory seating.

Rounding off the set is 76LRDF008AD, which adds

further colour to the trio, appearing with a fiery orange

body with contrasting black masking to roof, tailgate,

bonnet, wheel arches and radiator grille.  Also registered

in 2015 as VK15 NEJ, the decoration includes the 90 logo

in black out of orange on the nearside between the front

wheel arch and passenger door.  The model named the

Adventure is also fitted with a roof rack which covers the

black sprayed over sunroof. 

The set, which commemorates 68 years of the Defender,

will make a superb gift and collectors’ item for

enthusiasts of the famous and much loved Land Rover

marque and its British heritage. 

NEWLand Rover Defender
Heritage Set
                         SCALE       PRICE
76SET47   1:76  £14.95

Land Rover Discovery 3 - 
Cairns Blue Metallic
                            SCALE       PRICE
76LRD006   1:76   £4.95

Land Rover Defender 90 Station
Wagon - Orkney Grey
                            SCALE       PRICE
76LRDF003 1:76   £4.95

Land Rover Defender - Green
                            SCALE       PRICE
76DEF001   1:76   £4.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Ford Transit LWB High Roof - Network Rail
Response Unit
The up to date, fresh red, white and blue Network

Rail livery features on several Oxford utility

vehicles and is a great addition to a modern 00

gauge railway layout.  The Ford Transit has

just celebrated 50 years of manufacture

during which time over six million have

been produced, making it the best

selling light commercial vehicle in

Europe.  The Transit has seen

several facelifts during that time

and here at Oxford, we are

keeping up with the trend!  

Our latest release comes on

the long wheelbase Ford

Transit with high roof option,

as used by the Network Rail

Response Unit, registered YM12 DWF.  

The white body with Network Rail graphics features a blue

and red band running centrally along the sides.  The side

window is masked grey with black frame, while the high

visibility red/yellow chevroned rear doors also carry the

Response Unit decals.  The model joins our Transit series

featuring other well-known rail-related liveries, including

Stobart Rail, released not so long ago.  

                                SCALE       PRICE
76FT022        1:76   £4.95

NEWFord Transit LWB High Roof -
Network Rail Response Unit

                           SCALE      PRICE
76DEF008  1:76  £4.95

Land Rover Defender -
Network Rail

Livestock Trailer - Red
                                      SCALE      PRICE
76FARM004      1:76   £5.25

Baler - Blue
                                      SCALE      PRICE
76FARM006      1:76   £5.25

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Farm Trailer - Green
                                      SCALE      PRICE
76FARM005      1:76   £5.25
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1:87
SCALEAMERICAN

1949 Mercury Monarch - Teal Blue
Our Oxford replica of the Mercury 2-door coupé is

another in the series of American cars from the post-

war era and into the 1950s. To the modern eye,

the shape is quite bulbous but at the time

of its introduction, its solid

appearance must have had its

appeal.  We see it here in an

authentic deep blue colour scheme

which is offset by the contrasting

wealth of chrome and silver

applied to the windscreen surround,

rear windows, a silver stripe along the

sides of the body, as well as the Mercury badges on the

front and rear of the car.  The Mercury name is also

printed above the rear wheel arch.  The wheels

themselves are silver with characteristic whitewall tyres,

so desirable at the time.  The interior is presented in a

contrasting grey, including the steering wheel.  According

to the registration plate, the proud owner of this motor

came from Arizona Grand Canyon State, registration

number E-5316.

1958 Edsel Citation - Ember Red/Frost White
This American cult car from the 1950s era is the essence

of flamboyant US post-war

automobile design and colour.  

Our authentic replica makes its

sixth Oxford appearance in the

two-tone scheme of bright red

with white roof.  The true-to-life

finish includes lots of chrome to the

exterior, whitewall tyres with bright red 

wheel hubs reflecting the body colour.  The Citation

name is printed within the silver masked side fins.

Registered in Virginia in 1958, the number plate reads

496.344 in silver on black.  The interior of the car is red.

The model is completed with the spare wheel across the

back, also painted red with silver detail.  For American

model car enthusiasts, your 1:87 scale shelf is becoming

ever more eye-catching with this latest release!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

                               SCALE      PRICE
87ED58006   1:87   £4.95

NEW1958 Edsel Citation - 
Ember Red/Frost White

                               SCALE      PRICE
87ME49007  1:87   £4.95

NEW1949 Mercury Monarch -
Teal Blue

1965 Ford Mustang Convertible -
Wimbledon White/Guardsman Blue
                                 SCALE       PRICE
87MU65003   1:87   £4.95

1957 Mercury Turnpike - 
Moonmist Yellow/Classic White
                               SCALE      PRICE
87MT57002  1:87  £4.95

1956 Continental MkII - 
Island Coral/Starmist White
                              SCALE      PRICE
87LC56004  1:87  £4.95
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OR76MW6001 
1:76 - £9.95

6 Plank Wagon LNER 
E143946

OR76MW6002 
1:76 - £9.95

6 Plank Wagon BR 
E158266

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW4002 
1:76 - £9.95

R.Taylor & Sons Ltd - 
4 Plank Wagon

OR76CAT002 
1:76 - £10.95

LNER Cattle Wagon 
E150624

NEW MODEL!

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.
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AR110 AR109 AR108AR111AR112AR113AR114

AR117 AR116 AR115AR118AR119AR120AR121

AR122 Dennis Album: Dennis Brothers set up in business in 1895, making
bicycles in Guildford, but they soon added motor tricycles, quadricycles and
cars to their product range.  After the Great War cars were discontinued, 
the firm concentrating on lorries, buses, fire appliances and motor mowers.

The Dennis name became ubiquitous on the streets of Britain from
the 1920s to the 1960s, on every kind of commercial vehicle, but most
notably on fire appliances and municipal vehicles.  The last Dennis bus
was made in 1967 and in 1972 Hestair Group took over the firm. AR122

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 

MEMBERSHIP PACKAGE UPDATES

ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

For some time now I have been reviewing the club membership packages.  It has remained unchanged for a long time

and so much has happened from the early days when everything was priced at £4.95.  I have spoken to a lot of

members and the feedback I have is that they would prefer to be ordering monthly, but some Platinum Members wait

until the Platinum Globe and then find items out of stock.  Others struggle with the postage costs as it can build up,

particularly with sets and locos as it is based on the full order value - sometimes offsetting the savings.

So we are changing and simplifying the membership packages available, if you are on a current package, you can

remain on that package until the membership is due for renewal - any benefits of that package will be honoured.  

At your renewal there will be two packages available - Associate or Platinum 2.

Membership Price Globe 4 for 3 Postage Xmas Model Review

Associate £10.00 3 £2.95

Platinum 2 UK £16.00 3 3 £2.95 3 3

Overseas

Platinum 2 Europe £22.00 3 3 £5.95 3 3

Platinum 2 US £22.00 3 3 £6.95 3 3

Platinum 2 Other £25.00 3 3 £6.95 3 3

Any Standard or Platinum member if they wish can upgrade to Platinum 2 immediately to take advantage of the flat

postal rates, it is entirely your choice.  More details can be found on the Globe Price List. TAFF

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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